SUCCESS STORY

HANSEL AUTO GROUP
P E TA L U M A , C A L I F O R N I A

David Long, Executive General Manager at Hansel Auto
Group, noticed his new car inventory did not match the
demand of his market. To reach the next level of success, he
knew that he needed to run his business using data. That’s
where vAuto’s new car solution, Conquest™, came in.
With vAuto Conquest, David is able to make data-driven
decisions, rather than guessing on what he thinks will sell.
Conquest’s live market insights give David access to data
that is specific to his local landscape, allowing him to stay
competitive with other area dealerships. Now, it’s easier than
ever for him to make profitable new car decisions and back
up his marketing strategies with hard facts and figures.

“We couldn’t get data from the
manufacturer. We needed to get the right
data with a tool like Conquest. And that
has really been the game changer for us.”
DAVID LONG / Executive General Manager
Hansel Auto Group

SUCCESS STORY

BETTER INVENTORY MIX

MORE SALES

Because manufacturers have hundreds of
configurations, David was not comfortable choosing
his inventory based on a whim. With a live market
view and real-time data available through vAuto
Conquest, David now feels confident in every new car
decision he makes.

David believes that managing his new car inventory
using data and analytics has helped him achieve
the turn that he needs. Since implementing
vAuto Conquest, he has started to see significant
improvements in his inventory management.

“ Conquest helps us make the right, data-driven
decisions and ensures we have the right car, at the
right time, with the right price, to attract more eyes.”

“ Out of all the tools we have, Conquest is the one
that helps us the most to turn our inventory.”

MORE ONLINE VISIBILITY

BETTER STOCKING

One of greatest advantages that David noticed with
vAuto Conquest is being able to market his inventory
in the best way possible. The platform makes it easy
to manage every piece of the marketing puzzle for
each vehicle in his inventory.

With vAuto Conquest, David consistently comes out
on the better end of dealer trades. He now knows
exactly what configuration and color has the lowest
market days supply and will turn the fastest, giving
him the competitive edge.

“ Our visibility to the market changes significantly
when our merchandising and our cars are
positioned in a way that no other dealer in our
market has them positioned.”

Learn more at
vAuto.com/HanselAutoGroup
or by calling 888-536-4086.

“ Conquest gives us the competitive advantage
on dealer trades that nobody else in the market
will have.”

WATCH DAVID’S STORY

